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Foreword

Nearly 1 billion of the world’s 1.2 billion youth aged 15-24 reside in developing countries. Their numbers are growing far more rapidly in lower income countries than in higher income countries, particularly in rural areas. In fact, rural youth make up around half of all youth in developing countries.

The growing youth population has enormous potential. Investing in young people can yield boundless results in terms of poverty reduction, employment generation and food and nutrition security. After all, they are the farmers, workers and entrepreneurs of tomorrow. Their energy and dynamism is needed to transform food systems and rural areas. They have the potential to help feed the world and thus solve one of the biggest global challenges. These young women and men are key to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030 and indeed, to our planet’s future.

But there are obstacles and challenges in their way. Young people are approximately three times more likely than adults to be unemployed. About 150 million young workers are among the working poor, and every year 14 million young Africans alone are expected to enter the job market – and the majority live in remote communities.

Constraints on access to land, natural resources, finance, technology, knowledge, information and education also make it difficult for young people to seize opportunities for bettering their lives and contributing to the rural economy. At the same time, the rapid pace of change today is altering the landscape and challenging traditional paths to development. The question is, how can rural youth prepare to prosper in this new world of intelligent automation and digital giants, globalized communication of information, aspiration and values, and a changing climate and shifting dietary habits – all of which have major implications for rural life and economies.

This report is based on substantive evidence and attempts to provide the kind of analysis that can inform policies, programmes and investments to promote a rural transformation that is inclusive of youth. It examines who rural youth are, where they live, and the multiple constraints they face in their journey from dependence to independence.

A distinguishing feature of this report is that it examines rural development in the context of the transformation of rural areas and the wider economy. Opportunities for young women and men begin with a transformation towards a dynamic rural economy. These opportunities depend on the national, rural and household settings in which young people reside. Only by understanding these multiple layers can governments and decision makers design effective policies and investments to enable young rural women and men to become productive and connected individuals who are in charge of their own future.
However, creating broad opportunities in these settings does not guarantee that rural youth will be able to seize them, because young people, and especially young women, face particular constraints. An effective approach to rural youth policy and investment is then one that strikes the “right balance” between creating broader rural opportunities and fostering youth-centred investments (in the agrifood sector, digital technologies and climate change adaptation) that can specifically generate employment opportunities for young people.

IFAD is sharpening its focus on rural youth and in this funding period, 2019-2021, targeting a dramatic increase in the number of young people trained in income-generating activities or business management. In our Rural Youth Action Plan we set a target for 50 per cent of our loan portfolio to be youth-sensitive so that youth dimensions will be carefully analysed and assessed when designing projects. We recognize that access to new and traditional knowledge and innovations, markets, and land, when complemented by skills and training, can enable youth to drive inclusive transformation of rural areas and long-term food security and poverty eradication.

Investing in young people is the bottom line. If we neglect them now, as their parents were in many cases neglected, we will have to face the same issues in the future that we have today. We must ensure that they gain the skills, resources and confidence they need to run profitable farms and innovative businesses and become the community leaders of tomorrow.

GILBERT F. HOUNGBO
President of IFAD
Enabling young rural women and men to become productive, connected and in charge of their own future requires thinking differently about the diverse settings in which they seek to thrive, the multiple constraints they face and the dynamics of change in the world that create challenges and opportunities for them. Only by understanding the multiple layers that shape youth livelihoods, how they differ across countries and opportunity spaces, and how they are evolving can governments and decision makers design and implement more effective policies and investments.

Viewing the situation from this perspective leads to two main conclusions. First, devising a rural youth policy and investment agenda will entail simultaneously tackling larger issues of rural development at the same time. When economic and social opportunities are limited, targeted support for rural youth will generally be ineffective. Second, policies and investments that promote a broader rural transformation process do not automatically translate into better opportunities for young people. Young rural women and men face particular kinds of constraints, and if they are to be able to take advantage of the opportunities that are opened up for them, those constraints must be addressed by means of targeted action. In recognition of this situation, the Sustainable Development Goals include specific indicators designed to capture progress in this area. As indicated in the *Rural Development Report 2016*, rural transformation initiatives must be specifically designed to include rural youth.

**Why young people are important for rural development**

Youth is a distinct human developmental stage, a time of transition from dependence to independence and a time marked by critical decisions that affect the future of the individual and society. A successful transition results in a well-adjusted adult who is able to prosper and to contribute to the economy and society. This generates long-term payoffs for the individual, his or her family and the broader social and economic groups of which the individual is a part. An unsuccessful transition may result in lifelong poverty and social maladaptation, generating long-term negative outcomes for the individual, his or her family and society at large. Thus, since the stakes are so high, this period of life is universally a focus of intense concern.

Concern about youth has deepened even further across developing countries over the past decade for several reasons. First, there is the sheer number of youth and this population segment’s rate of growth. Nearly 1 billion of the 1.2 billion people in the world between the ages of 15 and 24 reside in developing countries, and their numbers are growing far more rapidly than in higher-income countries (UNDESA 2017). Moreover, the growth of this population group is concentrated in the world’s poorest developing countries, especially those in Africa (see Figure A), and is a direct result of the slow pace...
of their demographic transition to lower birth rates in the wake of sharp declines in
death rates. Consequently, these countries’ population pyramids have a massive base of
young people, and this is even more so in rural areas than in urban areas. As a result, the
absolute number of young people in Africa is projected to continue to grow far faster than
in the rest of the world, driving a huge increase in the continent’s share of the world’s
rural youth over the next 30 years (see MAP A) (Stecklov and Menashe-Oren, 2018).
There are 494 million youth living in rural areas of developing countries as defined by
administrative delineations of rural and urban (UNDESA 2014 and 2017). This number
rises to 778 million if we consider all youth except those living in densely populated

### Figure A
The number of young people is growing rapidly in sub-Saharan Africa and in countries with low levels of structural transformation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Millions of youth by region (2015-2050)</th>
<th>Millions of youth by ST-RT category (2015-2050)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APR</td>
<td>High ST – Low RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>High ST – High RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEN</td>
<td>Low ST – High RT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td>Low ST – Low RT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** ST: structural transformation; RT: rural transformation; APR: Asia and the Pacific; LAC: Latin America and the Caribbean; NEN: Near East, North Africa, Europe and Central Asia; SSA: sub-Saharan Africa. The dataset covers 85 low- and middle-income countries (based on the World Bank definitions of these categories and data for 2018).

**Source:** Authors’ calculations, based on United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2017a).

### Map A
A disproportionate share of rural youth today are in Asia, but Africa’s share is projected to rise rapidly

**Overview**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage share of global rural youth, 2015</th>
<th>Percentage share of global rural youth, 2050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00-0.20</td>
<td>0.00-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.21-0.50</td>
<td>0.21-0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.51-1.00</td>
<td>0.51-1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01-2.00</td>
<td>1.01-2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.01-4.10</td>
<td>2.01-4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.11-14.00</td>
<td>4.11-14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.01-27.50</td>
<td>14.01-27.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** This map is an equal-area cartogram (also known as a density-equalizing map) of the share of global rural youth, by country.

The cartogram resizes each country according to its share of the global rural youth population. The seven different colours shown on the map differentiate the various categories of countries according to their shares. The projected increase in Africa’s share of rural youth by 2050 is represented by the larger size of that continent relative to the others.

**Source:** Authors’ calculations using the Gastner-Newman method (2004) based on spatially disaggregated population data for 2015 and projections for 2050 from the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs. The rural youth projections are created by applying the projected share of the rural population to the total projected youth population. This is based on the assumption that age structures in rural and urban areas will remain the same. Potential deviations from this assumption are not expected to have a noticeable effect on overall trends in rural youth populations across regions.
urban areas. Today, 65 per cent of the world’s rural youth live in Asia and the Pacific, and 20 per cent live in Africa (see the left panel in Map A), but Africa’s share is projected to rise to 37 per cent by 2050, while Asia and the Pacific’s will fall to 50 per cent.

The second driver of concern about developing-country youth is the transformative technological change of unprecedented speed that is now being generated by the advancing wave of digital technology. This dynamic is driving rapid social and economic change and penetrating every aspect of people’s lives. While this digital revolution is opening up new, undreamed-of opportunities, it is also closing down more traditional paths of rural development (World Bank, 2019) and creating a great deal of uncertainty among decision makers about how to respond to these changes.

This digital revolution, combined with strong economic growth in developing countries over the past 20 years, is one of the factors behind the third main source of concern about developing-country youth: young people’s rapidly rising aspirations in terms of economic advancement and having a say in their societies’ decisions. The defining characteristic of the digital revolution is a massive decline in the cost of information and the consequent massive increase in access to the information that is embedded in ideas, images, values, and goods and services from around the world. Despite considerable economic progress, the rising aspirations of young people may be outpacing the expansion of their economic and social opportunities (World Bank, 2019). These rising aspirations, and the potentially negative social and political outcomes of a failure to meet those aspirations, underscore the need for action on the part of policymakers.

This report focuses on rural youth, who make up around half of the total youth population in developing countries. Three additional facts should be borne in mind in this connection. First, in all developing countries, young people make up a larger share of the rural population than of the urban population, and youth issues are therefore especially relevant in rural areas. Second, although the world’s two biggest youth populations are in China, an upper-middle-income country, and India, a lower-middle-income country, the majority of countries with large rural youth populations are low-income nations with high poverty rates (see figure 1.1 in chapter 1 of the main report). Most of these countries are in sub-Saharan Africa and Asia, where the large percentage of the population composed of young people, the large number of young people in absolute terms and widespread poverty pose formidable challenges for countries that want to invest in a better future for their citizens at a time of great transition.

**Three foundations for rural youth development: productivity, connectivity and agency**

Youth-inclusive policies and investments for encouraging rural transformation should be based on the three foundations of rural development: productivity, connectivity and agency. These are the cornerstones of well-being for all individuals and societies. The fact that young people are transitioning into a life that should incorporate these foundational

---

**Box 1 Defining youth**

Many people reject the notion that youth can be defined by a specific age range, but age is nonetheless the most practical way to define this group. The United Nations defines this group as persons between 15 and 24 years of age. While recognizing the complexity of the concept of youth and acknowledging the fact that formal age-based definitions of youth vary across regions, this report uses the United Nations parameter when dealing with statistical data in order to ensure comparability. See box 1.1 in chapter 1 of the main report for further details.
elements – that they are striving to become productive and connected individuals who are in charge of their own futures – makes these elements an essential consideration when thinking about rural youth development.

Each of these core elements needs to be taken into consideration because each one reinforces the others. Focusing on just one of them will be less effective than focusing on all three (see Figure B). Social, political, economic, educational and psychological connections allow youth to accumulate resources and deploy them in ways that increase their productivity and incomes while also generating value for society. Creating these connections requires agency, having a measure of control over one’s decisions and trajectory in life. Connectivity and agency will make a greater contribution to productivity in an enabling environment that supports and rewards youth initiative through effective policies and institutions and that provides young people with health care, education and infrastructure. An effective rural youth policy and investment agenda includes a broad set of the actions that are necessary in order to promote the development of a population of rural youth who are productive, connected and in charge of their futures.

Productive
The productivity of rural young people is central to their well-being and to the broader development and prosperity of society. “A country’s ability to improve its standard of living over time depends almost entirely on its ability to raise its output per worker”, as Paul Krugman noted in The Age of Diminished Expectations (Krugman, 1994). Productivity depends on the quality of the environment that people work in and on the level of people’s skills and learning. Learning is more than schooling, as discussed in the World Development Report 2018: Learning to Realize Education’s Promise. Learning can be improved if governments make it a priority and take heed of the evidence, which indicates that all stakeholders in the educational ecosystem need to be aligned in order for the system as a whole to work for learners (World Bank, 2018). Supporting improved learning is particularly important in the case of rural youth, especially young rural women, who tend to lag behind the rest of the population. Better learning outcomes among rural youth embedded in a supportive environment will play a direct role in boosting their productivity and will also improve their sense of agency, thereby feeding into a virtuous spiral of improving welfare (see, for example, Brady et al., 2007).

Connected
Connectivity – to people, markets, services, ideas and information – creates opportunities for rural youth to become more fully integrated with their transforming economies, which increases their productivity. For instance, rural areas that are better connected to markets through information flows and good transport infrastructure offer more opportunities for

![Figure B. Foundations of rural youth development](image)
commercializing products and services. There is a great deal of potential for shortening the distances between rural areas and their markets by increasing both physical links (infrastructure) and digital connectivity (mobile technology) in many developing countries. In sub-Saharan Africa, for example, almost half the young population lives in the most remote and least connected areas (according to WorldPop project data). Greater connectivity also offers young people a way to build and strengthen their social and human capital, develop skills and boost their self-confidence, thus enhancing their sense of agency and increasing their productivity.

In charge
In order to become more productive and connected, young people in rural areas must have the power to make decisions in their own best interest. While agency is important for everyone, it is especially critical for the successful inclusion of youth in the rural transformation process, since rural youth tend to be excluded more than urban youth or adults are (Trivelli and Morel, 2018). The rapid pace of change today, while providing opportunities to enhance agency, can also be challenging for rural youth, especially for those young people who are facing multiple layers of exclusion. For example, young rural women’s sense of agency cannot be developed only by increasing their resources and social positions, their voice and aspirations, because social norms that constrain them will also need to be addressed by changing the attitudes and expectations of their family and society (Van den Broeck and Kilic, 2018; Doss et al., 2018). Poor infrastructure and educational systems and weak sociopolitical structures and institutions can also impede the development of agency.

In context
Individual characteristics clearly influence youth productivity, connectivity and agency. Yet the pay-offs for these characteristics, and the set of characteristics that young people need, depend on the context in which they operate. In particular, there are two aspects that require special attention. The first is the overlapping national, local and family settings in which youth live, learn and work. The intersection of these settings – the level of transformation attained by the national economy and society, the potential productivity and connectivity of the particular area they live in and the capacities of their families – will largely determine the opportunities available to rural youth. The second aspect has to do with the fact that rural youth must contend with a rate of change and with types of changes that are dramatically different from what previous generations experienced. In addition, it is important to identify the particular constraints associated with young people’s transition from youth and dependence to adulthood and greater independence. An effective rural youth policy and investment agenda must take into account the particular overlapping settings in which a young person lives and how the dynamics of global change are playing out in those settings. Given the transitional nature of youth, it is also important to determine if and in what particular ways the challenges for them, and therefore the policies and programmes needed to help them, may differ from those faced by the general rural population.
Overlapping settings at the national, local and household levels

A country’s level of structural and rural transformation sets the basic parameters of the opportunities open to rural youth by broadly determining the material welfare that rural youth might realistically attain and the structure of opportunities through which they can do so. Generally speaking, as the structural transformation process proceeds, people become more likely to earn their incomes outside the agricultural sector by engaging in wage labour or entering into other formal employment relationships rather than through self-employment. This process is both driven by, and contributes to, rising productivity and incomes throughout the economy (IFAD, 2016).

Understanding the national, local and family settings in which young people live entails understanding the concept of rural transformation, which is the rural manifestation of an economy’s broader structural transformation.

Rising incomes lead consumers to spend an ever-greater share of their income on non-food items, even as the absolute level of spending on food increases (Engel, 1857). This leads to two kinds of shifts in labour. First, it drives a sectoral shift as labour moves off the farm and into a wide range of non-farm activities, although many are still linked to agriculture (IFAD, 2016). Rural areas become more productive, income levels rise and a more diversified set of farm and non-farm economic activities takes shape. Meanwhile, agricultural activities begin to make greater use of external inputs, produce more for the market and achieve dramatic increases in farm productivity.

In the initial stages of the transformation process, the sectoral shift in labour is mostly a shift from self-employment on the farm to self-employment off the farm in informal household enterprises. But as incomes rise and markets expand, firms begin to appear that are capable of hiring people, putting them to work while also bringing in new technology (capital) and expanding their production. By boosting overall productivity, these firms become key agents in rural transformation. And this drives the second kind of shift in labour: a functional shift from self-employment to wage employment. This transformation of employment is a fundamental characteristic of structural and rural transformation (IFAD, 2016). The overall transformation of the rural economy affects rural youth by influencing both the level and kinds of opportunities available to them and by helping to determine the types of financially viable policies that will be assigned the highest priority.

Structural and rural transformation on a national scale

The national setting in which rural youth live – the national economy and polity – is of fundamental importance for two reasons. First, decisions about policies, programmes and investments are primarily adopted at the national level, and these decisions can have major effects on the opportunities open to rural youth. Second, a country’s level of structural and rural transformation broadly determines the level of material welfare that young people may realistically attain and the structure of opportunities for pursuing that objective. Simply put, national economies at a less advanced stage of transformation offer a narrower range of opportunities that are more closely linked to farming and that generally yield low returns. As an economy transforms, the range of opportunities expands, fewer of these opportunities will be directly related to farming and the potential returns are greater.
Structural transformation is frequently measured by the share of non-agricultural activity in GDP, while rural transformation can be measured by agricultural value added per worker (IFAD, 2016). Countries experience different combinations of structural and rural transformation as their overall transformation process proceeds (see Figure C). In some – ones with larger natural endowments and public policies that support agriculture – the rural transformation process will progress faster than their overall structural transformation will (countries in quadrant III). Others have achieved a broader structural transformation even while retaining a small-scale, labour-intensive farm sector that yields relatively low returns (quadrant I). Some countries have advanced in both dimensions (quadrant II) and, in still others, a structural or rural transformation process has barely begun (quadrant IV). The patterns of structural and rural transformation depicted in Figure C have implications for the kind of rural youth policies and programmes that countries can or should pursue.

Many different patterns correlate strongly with the level of transformation that a country has achieved. Broadly speaking, in the most highly transformed economies...
(quadrant II), non-farm income represents a larger share of total income, the farm sector has higher productivity rates, and average income levels are higher. Their populations are made up, on average, of a smaller proportion of youth (18 per cent) and a larger proportion of urban residents (65 per cent), with the result that the proportion of rural youth is much smaller (7 per cent). They also tend to have stronger institutions and more fiscal resources per capita. As a result, even the very populous countries in this category, such as Indonesia, have more resources to invest in youth, a greater capacity for programming and using those resources, and fewer rural youth to focus them on. If the political will is there, these countries can often make great strides by investing in their rural youth. Most of these countries are in Latin America and the Caribbean and in the Near East and North Africa; Namibia, South Africa and Eswatini are the exceptional cases in sub-Saharan Africa.

The situation is quite different for the least transformed economies (quadrant IV). These countries have average rural poverty rates of around 50 per cent and per capita incomes only one tenth as high as those found in the most highly transformed economies. While the frequency of conflicts in the quadrant IV countries is similar to what it is in other types of countries, because of the former’s weak institutional structure and governance, they are far more likely to be what the World Bank classifies as fragile States. Most of these countries are in sub-Saharan Africa, although some are in Asia and the Pacific. These countries have the largest share of young people overall (20 per cent of the population) and in rural areas (13 per cent, which is nearly double the proportion seen in the most highly transformed countries); they also have the fewest fiscal resources and the weakest investment capacities (see figure 2.1 in chapter 2 of the main report).

The rural opportunity space

Within a country, rural youth opportunities vary by location. While an economy may be experiencing structural and rural transformations at the national level, not all areas within the country will be changing at the same pace. In rural areas, opportunities are largely determined by the extent of market access (agricultural output, input, labour, finance and other markets), which is what, in turn, determines the area’s commercialization potential, and by the nature of the natural resource base, which is what, in turn, determines the potential agricultural productivity of the area. Both of these factors have strong spatial dimensions (Wiggins and Proctor, 2001; Ripoll et al., 2017) and together they form the rural opportunity space (see FIGURE D). This economic geography framework shapes what is possible for rural youth, independently of the local context, specific social norms or individual preferences (Sumberg et al., 2018).

Commercialization potential increases with connectivity to cities and markets and with the potential for private sector investment, all of which are of crucial importance in extending opportunities to rural youth. Promisingly, rural towns and secondary cities closer to rural areas are growing faster than more distant capital cities (Roberts and Hohman, 2014). This expansion of secondary cities and towns has had a greater impact in terms of poverty reduction than has the growth of large metropolitan areas because these smaller cities and towns offer more accessible migration destinations for rural residents. Such urban centres are playing an increasingly central role in the welfare of rural areas (Tanzania is one example) and in the generation of more inclusive growth patterns (as in India) (Christiaensen, De Weerdt and Todo, 2013; Gibson et al., 2017).
Yet physical and virtual connections between these urban centres and rural areas are often poor. The formation of many of the requisite connections depends both on the availability of public goods, such as improved roads and communications infrastructure, and on private investment. Increasingly, the private sector is providing mobile technology, post-harvest facilities and processing capacity, and agricultural inputs in rural areas. Public goods such as improved roads, well-designed legal and regulatory systems and an educated populace are, however, prerequisites for large-scale private investments. A more productive economy and better spatial connections within it will increase the pay-off on investments that specifically target rural youth. Sustained growth and structural transformation are typically associated with a public commitment to investment in health, education and infrastructure (World Bank, 2018). As a result, in countries that are making these investments, their more educated and skilled young people will have more opportunities for productively employing their skills and more agency in seizing those opportunities.

Commercialization potential combines with agricultural production potential to shape the opportunities and constraints encountered by rural youth within the framework of their national setting. Agricultural productivity drives rural transformation and, with it, the sectoral and functional distribution of opportunities for rural youth. While agricultural production potential can be measured in different ways, vegetation...
indices based on remote sensing data (such as the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI)) are increasingly being used as a proxy to facilitate global comparisons (Jaafar and Ahmad, 2015; Chivasa et al., 2017). For the same reasons, spatially explicit global population data are being used to compute population density for use as a proxy for commercial potential. Combining this with the EVI (excluding built and forested areas) generates an empirical estimation of the rural opportunity space.

A rural opportunity space analysis shows that only 7 per cent of rural youth live in the areas with the lowest agroecological potential (see FIGURE E, first column), while 67 per cent live in areas with the highest agroecological potential (see FIGURE E, third column). This spatial pattern suggests that agricultural potential per se is not a primary constraining factor for a majority of rural youth. Thus, if this group’s farming productivity is low, the reason lies in a lack of access to the necessary markets, both for inputs (especially improved seed, fertilizer and water) and for outputs (whose sale would provide incentives for investing in productivity gains).

One quarter (187 million) of the 778 million rural youth according to the broader definition used in this report live in areas that have both the highest agroecological potential and the highest commercial potential (i.e. they are in the diverse opportunities space, depicted in the following figure in the top right-hand cell). These areas (for example, in Bangladesh, Egypt and Ghana) offer diverse and potentially remunerative opportunities. At the other extreme, only 4 per cent of developing-country youth live in the severe challenges space (i.e. areas that have the lowest agricultural and the lowest

**FIGURE E** Two out of three rural youth in developing countries live in rural opportunity spaces with high agricultural potential

**Modified rural opportunity space**

Note: The dataset covers 85 low- and middle-income countries (based on World Bank definitions of these categories and data for 2018).
Source: Authors’ calculations based on spatially disaggregated population data from the WorldPop project and data from the EVI of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). A detailed description of data and methodology can be found in chapter 2 and annex B of the main report.
commercial potential, as shown in the left-hand cell). Investments in rural youth in these very different parts of the rural opportunity space should therefore be differentiated in order to be effective in making rural youth part of the rural transformation process.

Combining the country transformation typology with the rural opportunity space classification provides a framework for establishing policy, investment and programmatic priorities for helping rural youth become productive, connected and in charge of their own futures (see **FIGURE F**). Two patterns are particularly notable.

**FIGURE F** The least transformed countries have the largest share of their rural youth population in areas with high agricultural potential. The most transformed countries face the biggest challenge in terms of youth in isolated, low-potential areas.

Youth prevalence across the modified rural opportunity space, by country transformation space

![Graph showing youth prevalence across the modified rural opportunity space.]

Notes: The dataset covers 85 low- and middle-income countries (based on the World Bank definitions of these categories and data for 2018). The sample includes only non-urban areas (rural, semi-rural and peri-urban areas).

Source: Authors’ calculations based on WorldPop, EVI and World Development Indicators data.
First, young people who are facing the greatest geographical challenges – those living in the “severe challenges” and “mixed challenges and opportunities” spaces – mainly live in the most highly transformed countries. In fact, across all developing countries, two thirds (65 per cent) of the 28 million rural youth residing in areas where they face severe challenges live in the most highly transformed countries. This group is also most prevalent in the most transformed countries, at 9 per cent of all rural youth. In the least transformed countries, they constitute only 3 per cent of rural youth. The extent of the “severe challenges” space in the most highly transformed countries reflects the existence of small pockets of persistent poverty, rather than widespread poverty. Ghani (2010) refers to this as the “lagging region” problem.

Second, in the least transformed countries, more than half of all rural youth are living in the “high agricultural potential but limited market access” space. Since these countries are also the most dependent on farming, this pattern points to the existence of a great unrealized potential for agricultural productivity growth that could be harnessed if access to output and input markets can be improved.

**Household transformation categories**

The vast majority of rural youth in developing countries live as dependants in large families. Thus, in addition to the level of transformation of the national economy and the rural opportunity space in which young people reside, the characteristics of their households will also influence their set of opportunities and challenges.

Rural households, like nations, achieve differing levels and mixes of transformation depending on their livelihoods (see **FIGURE G**). Connections to a wide range of markets are required to permit these transformations. Households can diversify beyond the farm to add non-farming income to their portfolio (vertical axis), and some of them leave farming altogether and become fully transformed non-farm households. Alternatively, they may invest in their farming activities in order to make them more productive and more market-oriented, with some of them then becoming specialized farmers who make a large share of their sales directly from their farming operations and have little off-farm income. Households may also undergo transformations in both

**FIGURE G.** Household transformation categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Subsistence farm households</td>
<td>Diversified rural households</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Specialized farmers</td>
<td>Transitioning rural households</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Non-farm households (landless and transformed)</td>
<td>Diversification into non-farm activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.
dimensions, intensifying their farming activities and selling much of their output while, at the same time, adding more non-farm income to their portfolios. Those moving the furthest in each of these directions become dynamic diversified rural households. Others continue to operate as subsistence farmers, who have little non-farm income and sell very little of their farms’ output. Perhaps the most challenged group of all are the households that have no land and few other resources: the landless non-farmers. Households that have partially diversified without moving into any of these groups are referred to as transitioning rural households.

The types of households in which rural youth live frame the opportunities that they can actually grasp out of the set of opportunities generated by their national and rural settings. The types of household categories that predominate are presumably influenced by the country’s level of transformation and by the rural opportunity space in which households are located. More highly transformed countries provide more opportunities for economic diversification, for the intensification of farming activities and for leaving farming behind and fully entering into rural non-farm employment. Such countries can thus be expected to have a larger proportion of transformed non-farmers, diversified rural households and (perhaps) specialized farmers in their rural areas. Within a country, more connected rural spaces (those offering diverse opportunities and strong markets with limited agricultural potential) are likely to have more diversified and fully transformed non-farming households, while less connected settings (those that are mixed, entail severe challenges or have a high agricultural potential but limited markets) will likely feature more subsistence households.

FIGURE H shows just how resoundingly these expectations are confirmed. As the space offers more opportunities (moving away from the severe challenges corner of the rural opportunity space and towards the diverse and remunerative opportunities corner), the prevalence of subsistence households decreases and that of diversified and
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**FIGURE H** Households engage with the economy based on the opportunities that their rural opportunity space offers

*Households across the rural opportunity space, percentage by household type*

Rural opportunity space categories:
- **Severe challenges**
- **Mixed challenges and opportunities**
- **High agricultural potential but limited markets**
- **Strong market access but lower agricultural potential**
- **Diverse and remunerative opportunities**

Notes: The percentages of households within each category of the rural opportunity space add up to 100.
Source: Authors’ calculations using household survey data from 12 countries in 3 regions (SSA, APR and LAC) combined with population density data from the WorldPop project and MODIS (NASA) at the enumeration area level.
fully transformed households increases. While there are almost no diversified rural households in the severe challenges space, they are three times more prevalent in the diverse opportunities space and the space in which there are strong markets with lower agricultural potential (the two spaces with the greatest commercial potential) than in mixed spaces and in spaces having a high agricultural potential but limited markets.

Fully transformed non-farming households – rural households that have left farming – are slightly more common in the highest opportunity space (diverse opportunities) than in the second-highest (strong markets with lower agricultural potential). This suggests that, faced with the same level of market connections (all those in the top row of FIGURE I), more of these households choose to specialize in the non-farm economy than to diversify both on and off the farm. This is consistent with broad evidence that off-farm engagement in rural areas is strongly associated with higher incomes (Haggblade, Hazell and Reardon, 2007).

In general, diversified rural households and fully transformed non-farming households – regardless of the transformation levels of the local rural space and the broader national economy – are able to provide their young people with more opportunities. Households in these categories have the lowest poverty rate and the largest share of young people with a secondary education.

What rural youth do depends on what the other members of their households do, but only in part. The basic pattern is one in which young people divide their time between on-farm and off-farm activities in very much the same way as their families do, but they clearly diverge from that pattern when it comes to the kind of non-farm work that they perform. In subsistence farming households, specialized farming households and transitioning households, rural youth devote most of their working time to their household’s own farm and to farm wage work. Those residing in households that are less oriented towards farming (diversified rural households and fully transformed non-farming households) work predominantly for wages off the farm (see FIGURE I). Rural youth in landless non-farming households are the group that devotes the most working time to on-farm wage labour. These patterns mirror the activities of the youths’ households.

![Distribution of rural youth work effort, by functional and sectoral employment categories, percentage of full-time equivalents](image-url)

Notes: Non-farming households include landless households that rely on farm wage work (less than 1 per cent of the total) and fully transformed households that also do not have own-farm income and mostly work for wages off the farm (in and out of the agrifood system – 40 per cent of the total). Source: Authors’ calculations using data on 128,227 individuals representing around 134 million rural youth in 12 countries in Asia and the Pacific, Latin America and the Caribbean, and sub-Saharan Africa.
The divergence of young people’s off-farm labour patterns from those of their households is quite clear. To a much greater degree than older household members, they consistently engage in off-farm wage work (primarily in the agrifood sector) and engage much less in any kind of enterprise work. This likely reflects their limited access to the assets and capital needed to start a business, which is to be expected, given the transitional life cycle phase that they are in. The rural transformation process, in the agrifood sector as elsewhere, is increasingly connecting areas along the rural-urban continuum; hence the importance of youth-centred investments in the agrifood sector that will create employment opportunities.

Constraints hindering the transition from dependence to independence
While the opportunities open to rural youth depend on the corresponding national, rural and household settings, creating broad opportunities in these settings does not guarantee that rural youth will be able to seize them. In order to do so, rural youth who are transitioning from dependence to independence must have certain capacities, skills, financial resources and key assets (such as land) in order to be able to seek out opportunities and take advantage of them. Social norms and local circumstances (agrarian dynamics and the policies and institutions that underpin them) also determine how rural youth “read” opportunities (Sumberg et al., 2018). This is doubly true of young rural women, who often face social constraints that prevent them from pursuing capacities and connections that would enable them to take charge of their own lives. Rural youth from ethnic minorities or other marginalized groups may similarly face more severe constraints than members of the dominant ethnic group.

Capacities and skills
Rural youth need capacities and skills that are very different from those of their parents. The nature of work is changing faster than ever before, creating a demand for new sets of skills. Rural transformation, particularly of the agrifood system, is extending the reach of markets into new areas, linking rural and urban areas and fuelling competition for outputs from farms of all sizes. The digital revolution is making access to information increasingly central to success both on and off the farm. Young people need to understand the modes of communication that are embedded in these applications and to know how to search for information and create networks of contacts.

Rapid technological progress is also reshaping the future of work by increasing the demand for the types of human capabilities that cannot be fully mimicked by machines (World Bank, 2018). In order to adapt to these complex demands, educational institutions have to teach not only basic technical skills but also advanced cognitive skills (critical thinking and problem-solving) and the non-cognitive skills needed for successful youth employment (Fox, 2018; Filmer and Fox, 2014; World Bank, 2018). Non-cognitive skills include personality traits such as conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and openness to experience. Evidence is emerging on the importance of these skills in both wage employment and self-employment and in the establishment of microenterprises in rural and other areas in developing countries. These skills,
together with cognitive skills, are strongly linked to employment and earning outcomes (Heckman and Kautz, 2013).

**Land**

Young people in rural areas who wish to become farmers have always faced the challenge of gaining access to land, but three factors now make this challenge even more formidable. First, owing to rapid population growth, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, much of the rural population now lives in more densely settled areas. Land is becoming less available, and plots are becoming smaller and more fragmented. Second, parents are living longer and are continuing to farm their land for a longer time, and they are therefore less likely to transfer land to their children when their children are entering the labour force. Children who want to farm can thus either work their parents’ land, thereby delaying their transition to independence and their attainment of greater decision-making authority, or, if their finances and local rental markets allow, they can rent land. If they rent, issues of land quality and tenure security become a concern (Yeboah et al., 2018). Third, the rapid rise of medium-scale commercial farms, driven by the expansion of markets made possible by the structural and rural transformation processes, is increasing the competition for land. Such farms control an estimated 30 to 50 per cent of the farmland in Ghana, Kenya, Malawi and Zambia (Jayne et al., 2016). As a result, young people are significantly less likely than adults to own land, and they are even less likely to have sole title to it (see FIGURE J). In sub-Saharan Africa, around 1 in 3 adults is the sole owner of a plot of land, while this is true of fewer than 1 in 10 young people.

While climate change is expected to worsen the land constraints faced by rural youth (see chapter 7 of the main report), the digital revolution can offer opportunities that facilitate access to land registries and rental markets (see chapter 8 of the main report). Targeted investments can address such challenges and tap into the opportunities presented by the dynamics of change.

**FIGURE J** Rural youth own less land either solely or jointly than adults

Types of land ownership by adults and youth, percentage by region

![Diagram showing land ownership by adults and youth in different regions](image-url)

Notes: SSA: sub-Saharan Africa; APR: Asia and the Pacific; NEN: Near East, North Africa, Europe and Central Asia; LAC: Latin America and the Caribbean.

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) data from 42 countries.
Finance

Access to finance is more important in today’s transforming economies, and rural youth face greater challenges in this regard. The profitability of farming increasingly depends on the use of purchased inputs, especially when producing for dynamic markets, such as fresh produce for growing cities. Access to credit can ease entry into such markets (Tschirley et al., 2017). Entry into off-farm self-employment also requires some initial investment, and operations can be greatly enhanced by access to credit. Young people have fewer contacts and assets and so have more difficulty gaining access to formal financial services. They also make up a disproportionate share of the unbanked population worldwide (see MAP B) (Gasparri and Muñoz, 2018). Rural youth are likely to be worse off than urban youth in this respect given the more remote nature of the places where they live.

Yet the digital revolution promises to bring good news on the financing front. Digital financial services such as mobile money can reduce age-related, gender-based and rural-urban gaps in access to financial services (Clement, 2018; Sekabira and Qaim, 2017). Mobile money account penetration is similar in rural and urban areas, and youth have higher uptake rates than adults (Aker, 2018; Gasparri and Muñoz, 2018).

MAP B  Youth in developing countries have little access to formal financial institutions

Percentages of youth with an account at a formal financial institution (2017)

Gender
Young rural women face additional constraints that may hinder them from gaining the agency and thus the extent of productive engagement they need to prosper in the new economy. Economic and technological change often outpace changes in social norms. A young woman with a smartphone in a rural village in Bolivia, Cambodia or Niger has access to information, ideas and possibilities that her parents could not have dreamed of, but social norms may prevent her – more than they would a young man – from acting on these possibilities. There is a greater need than ever before to speed up investments in ways that will lighten the triple burden that such women bear by virtue of the fact that they are young, female and rural.

Economic transformation and economic opportunities shape young rural women's lives and livelihoods as they transition from school to marriage and child-rearing and are then faced with different occupational choices. In less transformed economies, the level of educational attainment is low for all rural youth but lowest for young women (see Figure K). Levels of education are higher for all rural youth, and no lower for young rural women than for their male counterparts, in countries with higher levels of structural transformation. But rural transformation alone does not appear to narrow the gender gap in education.

Furthermore, young rural women are only half as likely as young rural men to have sole title to a plot of land, regardless of the level of rural transformation, and they are almost twice as likely as young rural men to neither work nor be in school, in most cases as a result of marriage and child-rearing responsibilities. In India, however, the fact that 25 per cent of young rural women are neither employed nor married or raising children would appear to point to the presence of structural discrimination against young women's participation in the economy and society (Doss et al., 2018).

The unprecedented rate and nature of change today
Many of the changes accompanying structural and rural transformations are unfolding at a faster pace or in different ways than in the past. These demographic, economic, environmental and technological changes are simultaneously opening up some opportunities for rural youth and closing off others. Investments, policies and programmes centred on rural youth need to take these differences into account.

Demographic change
Three types of demographic change are rapidly altering the national and rural context in developing countries. The first is urbanization. Since 1990, urban populations in low-
middle-income countries have risen from 33 per cent of those countries’ total population to 50 per cent (UNDESA, 2014); this has implications for the level and structure of opportunities and challenges. For example, urban areas now account for more than half of the total domestic market for food in developing countries. Market links to urban areas are thus central to the income and food security of smallholder farmers.

The second demographic change, which is primarily being seen in the least transformed countries, is a rapid increase in rural population density. Even as countries have urbanized, rural populations have more than doubled in developing countries since 1950 and increased nearly fourfold in the least developed nations (UNDESA, 2014). Urbanization (including the rise of secondary cities), rural densification and the growth of rural towns are reducing the literal and figurative distance between urban and rural areas and giving rise to greater opportunities in rural areas thanks to improved connections to markets as a result, among other factors, of increased mobility and migration.

The third major demographic process that is now under way is the demographic transition, which yields a demographic dividend that could potentially have long-lasting positive effects in terms of growth and transformation. This process has reached a quite advanced stage across all developing regions except sub-Saharan Africa, where the number of young people is growing very rapidly in absolute terms and is even growing modestly relative to the total population. The challenge for countries in that region is to find a way to address the needs of the world’s fastest-growing youth population even though they have the fewest fiscal resources to invest in that generation. The very slow pace of their demographic transition may also hold back their long-term growth (see chapter 5 of the full report).

**Digital revolution**

Today’s rural youth are the first generation of young people whose entire working lives will be permeated by digital technology. By reducing the cost of information and massively increasing its availability, this technology has dramatically sped up the pace and altered the nature of change. This is having two main effects. On the one hand, the rise of the “intelligent automation” made possible by digital technology is speeding and broadening the advance of automation while partially closing off previous avenues, such as labour-intensive manufacturing, used by rural youth to escape poverty (World Bank, 2018; McMillan et al., 2016).

At the same time, however, the penetration of digital technology into all economic and social spaces is opening up new opportunities for rural youth to increase their connectivity, productivity and agency. Digital technologies that reduce information and transaction costs have spread rapidly in developing countries and are narrowing rural-urban and income divides (Aker, 2018). More than 70 per cent of the sub-Saharan population now has mobile phone network coverage (Aker, 2018; Groupe Spéciale Mobile Association, 2017). Leapfrogging traditional financial systems, mobile money has spread more rapidly among youth in less transformed economies than in the more highly transformed nations (see Figure 4), thus providing them with greater access to finance.

Farming and marketing practices made possible by new technologies are increasing productivity in the agricultural sector (Bello, Bello and Saidu, 2015; Noorani, 2015). The rapidly emerging “Internet of things” is opening the way for precision
agriculture, the use of drones to monitor livestock and crops, and “smart greenhouses” that can automate many crop husbandry activities. Rural youth can profit from these new technologies as investments expand broadband and physical infrastructure in rural areas in ways that increase competition among providers and thus bring down costs. Investments can also be used to equip youth with the cognitive and non-cognitive skills they need to see the promise in the technologies, to anticipate their perils (such as overindebtedness as a consequence of the temptations of easy-access mobile finance) and to use them to their benefit.

The digital revolution will not play out in a vacuum. While its impacts on the changing nature of work and competition are being felt globally as they work their way through the various markets, the opportunities that the revolution engenders are in proportion to the fundamental capabilities existing in a given location. Rural youth living in countries and spaces in which fundamental capabilities are lacking – poor physical infrastructure and educational systems, socio-political structures that impede agency and empowerment, and weak public and civil society institutions – will have a much harder time capitalizing on the opportunities that this revolution offers. How governments respond to this situation will determine whether the revolution widens or bridges the rural-urban digital divide.

Climate change
Rural youth are likely to be worse off than the rest of the population in terms of all three of the elements that determine the extent of vulnerability to climate change: exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity (Füssel, 2017; Füssel and Klein, 2006; IPCC, 2014). The latest report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change warns that the world has little time left to take action to avert the devastating impacts of climate change (IPCC, 2018). Addressing the challenges faced by rural youth becomes even more difficult in this context.

Countries with large youth populations are typically poor and still heavily agricultural, which is one of the sectors most directly affected by climate change. Almost all countries that depend on agriculture for more than 20 per cent of their GDP have youth populations equivalent to more than 19 per cent of their total population and low levels of structural and rural transformation (represented by red dots in FIGURE M). Countries in West and Central Africa – notably the Central African Republic, Guinea-Bissau and Sierra Leone – are in this position. These countries are also in the midst of post-conflict or fragile situations, making it all the more pressing to address the challenge of youth inclusion.

Climate model projections indicate that many of these countries will be subject to increasing exposure to the impacts of climate change, such as extreme heat stress and generally more extreme weather events, which will have an especially strong impact
on rural youth, who have limited options outside of the agriculture sector. Sensitivity to climate shocks rises in step with a lack of social capital and skills and in the absence of community participation (Brooks, 2003; Adger, 2009). Finally, adaptive capacity depends on access to resources such as land, credit and insurance, again putting rural youth at a disadvantage (Gasparri and Muñoz, 2018; Yeboah et al., 2018).

Thinking differently about investing in rural youth

In the rush to help rural youth navigate today’s rapidly changing environment so that they may become productive and connected individuals in charge of their own future, decision makers can make two mistakes. One is to continue to invest in old solutions that are no longer effective in this changing environment. An example could be old-style vocational/technical programmes that do not prepare youth for the new structure of economic opportunities and challenges that is taking shape. A second error is focusing too much
on investments specific to youth in countries and spaces where the primary problem is a broad-ranging lack of economic opportunity that would undermine the effectiveness of these kinds of targeted investments.

The challenge is to find the right balance between investments that promote widespread rural opportunity and those that focus specifically on opportunities for young people (see **Figure N**). The best balance between these different kinds of interventions will depend on the extent of the different types of transformation processes and opportunities to be found in a given space. Thus, in places with low levels of transformation and limited opportunities, youth-specific approaches that do not address broader issues are unlikely to produce sustainable results. Therefore, if rural opportunity is limited by a low level of rural transformation in a country or by a limited commercial potential, policies and investments will need to focus primarily on promoting rural transformation. This entails improving productivity, connectivity and agency among the rural population as a whole in order to foster rural transformation and thus expand the opportunities for all. In these types of contexts, youth-related investments should focus on fostering rural youth inclusion in the broader rural transformation process rather than on furthering youth-specific interventions. For example, an investment strategy aimed at enhancing the commercial potential of agriculture in a rural area with a great deal of agroecological potential should focus on ensuring that young people are included in this effort and that they benefit from it.

On the other hand, when rural opportunities already exist because a region has reached a high level of rural transformation and has strong commercial potential, then policies and investments may seek to address constraints that are specific to young individuals and their families. For example, young people may have difficulty securing employment or becoming entrepreneurs in existing productive agricultural value chains, may find it difficult to produce crops for commercial markets due to land constraints, or may be unable to start non-farm businesses due to a lack of access to financial services, as discussed earlier. Investing in broader rural development initiatives continues to be important in these contexts as a means of supporting and enhancing ongoing transformations, but **youth-specific investments** can complement these wide-ranging efforts and help to overcome specific constraints that are impeding the inclusion of the young population.

In summary, creating opportunities for rural youth requires policies and investments that promote rural development in general and rural youth inclusion in particular. The relative emphasis on one or the other type of intervention will depend on the opportunities existing in a given space. When opportunities are scarce for everyone — including youth — the focus should be on expanding those opportunities across the board. This entails fostering a rural transformation process through investments in productivity and connectivity while enhancing the inclusion and agency of young people within that broader transformation process by means of targeted investments. In more highly transformed countries and spaces, where more opportunities exist, investments should be designed to maintain and to continue to expand those opportunities while also tackling constraints that are specific to young individuals and their families in order to enable rural youth to maximize their potential participation in those transformations and to benefit from them.
FIGURE N Balancing investments that promote widespread rural opportunity and those that focus specifically on youth opportunity
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The unprecedented rate and nature of change and the dynamics that surround the rural youth population are such that their opportunities and constraints are changing rapidly. Policymakers should consider which investments are needed now in order to alleviate constraints on rural youth and which ones will be required later on in order to generate medium-term pay-offs (Filmer and Fox, 2014). For example, climate change is making the ability to adapt to new production environments crucial to success, thereby creating a demand for the capacity to process complex information about risks and new technologies in order to facilitate that adaptation. The digital revolution, by enabling wider-ranging information exchange, may help youth adapt to climate change. By investing in low-cost access to mobile technology, which in turn gives access to the rapidly updated information available on the web, governments can counter the effects of the decreased capacity of traditional information systems, including rural extension systems, to deal effectively with change (Lipper et al., 2014). Yet because this information may be highly complex, young people will need strong cognitive and non-cognitive skills if they are to be able to use it properly to develop strategies that work for them. And in order for that to happen, countries will need to improve their education systems (Muttarak and Lutz, 2014) and extension systems and orient them towards learning to learn. Action is thus required in multiple spheres and across time.

Embedding rural youth policy and investments in broader rural development strategies

Policies and investments for improving opportunities for rural youth have to be integrated into national and local strategies, policies and programmes. This vertical policy integration then needs to be complemented by horizontal coordination of sectoral policies and programmes related to rural youth in such fields as health, education, agriculture and employment (United Nations, 2018). The last few decades have seen a proliferation of national youth policies that place youth at the centre of what are often ambitious, multisectoral policy initiatives designed to improve development outcomes for young people. In 2014, 122 countries had a national youth policy or strategy in place, and more than 40 per cent of the countries in all regions had approved youth policies (Youth Policy, 2014). Yet approving a youth policy does not necessarily translate into appropriate budget allocations or effective implementation, much less the inclusion of rural youth in the transformation process. A review of 57 of these youth strategies showed that 40 of them considered rural youth development in some way and 15 included at least one specific policy objective or programme targeting rural youth, but 17 made no mention of rural youth at all (Phillips, Pereznielo and Stevenson, 2018). Interestingly, the degree of policy focus on rural youth in a particular country does not appear to be related to the relative size of the rural youth population.

To what extent should a country design and invest in ambitious, youth-specific policies and programmes? The answer depends on the scope of the rural opportunities that are available, given the country’s level of transformation and the nature of its rural opportunity space. This conclusion is underscored by the strong correlation between
countries with large rural youth populations and those with weak policy and institutional capacities, as measured by IFAD’s Rural Sector Performance Assessment, which measures the quality of policies and institutions in the rural sector for achieving rural development and inclusive rural transformation (IFAD, 2018). Rural youth populations are heavily concentrated in countries with weaker institutional capacities for formulating and implementing policies for rural development (see Figure 0). Not surprisingly, these countries are also more likely to have the lowest levels of structural and rural transformation.

Many countries that have a national youth strategy also have a national ministry of youth tasked with implementing that strategy, such as the Ministry of Youth and Sports in Ethiopia and in Turkey and the Ministry of Youth and Information and Communications Technology in Rwanda. While having a ministry of youth may be seen
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**FIGURE 0** Large rural youth populations are found in countries with weak policy and institutional capacity

**Rural sector performance ranking and rural youth as a percentage of total population in 2015, by country transformation level**

Note: IFAD’s Rural Sector Performance Assessment (RSPA) measures the quality of policies and institutions in the rural sector for achieving rural development and rural transformation benefitting the poor. See annex A for more information on the RSPA.

Source: Authors’ calculations using IFAD’s RSPA index data and population data from United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2017).
as a sign that priority is being placed on the young population, the scope of its agenda (which may, for example, be confined to sports) may be much more limited than if the youth strategy were managed by ministries with broader mandates. If a ministry of youth exists, it should have a mandate to formulate a comprehensive rural youth agenda.

Investments in multi-component programmes that address the full range of constraints to which young people are subject will be more effective in improving youth development outcomes if governments have the capacity to design and implement those programmes properly (Kluve et al., 2017; Alvarado et al., 2017). These cross-sectoral programmes require horizontal coordination among leaders and stakeholders at the same territorial level (Leyton Navarro, 2018) and should include mechanisms for promoting the participation of rural youth. Governments tend to engage young people only when dealing with youth-related issues (such as volunteering and sports) instead of integrating them into a wider range of activities. The effective participation of rural youth in broader decision-making processes will help to create a conducive policy environment that maximizes young people’s assets, agency and access to services and opportunities and that will help them to develop the ability to avoid risks and be secure.

Many countries deserve to be commended for their efforts and for the investments that have been made to include their young populations in the development process, yet they should also be encouraged to broaden the scope of these efforts and investments. In the case of rural youth, in particular, policies and investments should be directed towards providing a wide range of rural opportunities while promoting youth inclusion. Only then will rural youth be able to improve their future prospects and create a dividend for society.
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Endnotes

i  See the specific targets of Goals 4 and 8, along with General Assembly resolution 71/313, which states that “Sustainable Development Goal indicators should be disaggregated, where relevant, by income, sex, age, race, ethnicity, migratory status, disability and geographic location, or other characteristics, in accordance with the Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics.” https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/indicators/indicators-list/.

ii  The term “developing countries” is used to refer to low-income countries, lower-middle-income countries and upper-middle-income countries as defined by the World Bank.

iii  Youth is defined differently in different countries. In order to ensure comparability, this report employs the United Nations definition of youth as people between the ages of 15 and 24 (see paragraph 19 of the annex to the report of the Secretary-General on the International Youth Year, A/40/256, 1985). In recognition of the fact that the concept of youth is a social construct, at times quantitative information whose scope exceeds the bounds of this age group is provided.

iv  For further details and publications, see: http://www.worldpop.org.uk/data/methods/.

v  This report applies the rural opportunity space concept to map the developing world’s population on a globally comparable rural-urban continuum based on population density data rather than administrative delineations. Using this broader definition, rural is considered everything that is non-urban. Thus, rural youth refers to young people living rural, semi-rural and peri-urban areas on the continuum. Applying this definition, there are 778 million rural youth in developing countries (see chapter 2 and the annex B of the main report for further information).

vi  The term “subsistence” is used in a relative sense, since subsistence farmers in the strict sense of the term, i.e. farmers who are not engaged at all in any market either on or off the farm, are rare.

vii  See https://www.iotforall.com/iot-applications-in-agriculture/ [downloaded 15 October 2018].

viii  Vertical policy integration refers to mechanisms that deal with the challenge of coordinating and integrating development strategies and policies across different levels of government. It entails linking different scales of governance, from the local to international levels, as well as institutions across different levels of social organization. See Gløersen and Michelet, 2014.
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